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Introduction
Adult Rated is a site well worth your consideration.  The site offers 1,991 complete DvDs in a variety of
formats. These are brand new titles and often include extreme content that is increasingly difficult to
find anywhere in the United States. 4,854 hours of top quality video can be yours for under ten dollars a
month!

Adult Review
Your cock is now just a couple clicks away from having access to almost 2,000 DvDs of hot hardcore action! Adult Rated
offers up all this smut in either of two package prices for you to choose from:
  
  Package #1 is their standard package and includes full access to everything they offer except for their highest resolution
format. It costs only $9.95 per month which works out to less than a penny a month for each hour of video they provide. If
you think you can find that much quality content anywhere else for a lower price you are dreaming!
  
  Package #2 is the same as package one but also includes the exceptional quality of their high-resolution downloadable clips
for a total monthly price of $14.95. These are all the same videos as the standard membership in crystal clear clarity. Beware,
these clips are sometimes as much as 500GB each which means you can fill up a hard-drive quite quickly with plenty of
sticky smut. If you have the space and the cash we strongly recommend the premium package.
  
  There are a couple drawbacks to this site as there are with all sites. Adult Rated shows only the text that was printed on the
DvD box so many movies have little or no description offered and almost all of the scenes are completely without
background text. That makes things a bit less erotic and also makes the site a lot less dialup-user-friendly.
  
  Also, as with most massive sites the content is a bit uneven. They upload two brand new DvDs every day which means you
always have something new to watch but some of the updates are obviously going to be more to your liking than others and
some of the productions are from top-shelf studios while others are not.
  
  Adult Rated provides all its movies in Ipod and PsP format for perverts on the go. The site has a quality set of search tools
that enable you to find what you are looking for fairly easily and because of the site's design you can look at their entire
members area for FREE while deciding if you want to become a member and get the ability to download the movies. Take
the tour and see for yourself what all the excitement is about!

Porn Summary
Overall if you have been looking for an inexpensive alternative to going to an adult video-store, Adult Rated is an excellent
option. With a few minor tweaks the site could be even better but for $10-$15 a month it is a major bargain that your cock
will get a great deal of enjoyment from! 

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Less than a penny per month for each hour of video content!'
Quality: 87  Updates: 95 Exclusive: 76 Interface: 88
Support: 89 Unique: 74    Taste: 87        Final: 87

Porn Sites Included
This is a solo site and is not part of any membership group.

Porn Niches
Extreme, Hardcore, Massive, Straight
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Porn Site Review
Subscription: $9.95 Preview: VoD Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Daily Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: HighSpeed

Only
Pictures: None Videos: -1
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